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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to understand the internal organization of Somali nouns.More
precisely, I propose an analysis of the inflectionalmarkers, i.e. the exponents of gender,
number and syntactic case.Within a syntactic approach to noun formation, I show that
a list of basic exponents can be reached throughout the phonological deconstruction
of the surface forms. In addition, I argue that each phonological exponent corresponds
to a unique morpho-syntactic category. On a more general level, the analysis depicted
illustrates the behavior and the formation of basic and non-derived nouns in Somali,
regardless the notion of “noun class”.
Keywords
phonological exponent – nominal architecture – spell-out – noun class – inflectional
marker – Somali – Cushitic
1 Introduction
In Somali, each basic and non-derived noun fits one of five inflectional classes
(Andrzejewski, 1964; Banti, 1988; Hyman, 1981; Orwin, 1995; Puglielli & Siyaad,
1984; Saeed, 1993). An inflectional class is defined on the basis of the following
three parameters: (i) the position of a tonal accent, (ii) the gender in the sg.
and in the pl. and (iii) the way plural is formed. Examples below illustrate this
situation:1
1 Standard Somali spelling, which uses the Latin alphabet, is adopted throughout the paper. In
a few cases, particular spelling conventions are adopted and the following correspondences
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(1) a. naág F sg. vs. naagóM pl. ‘woman/women’, class 1
b. albáabM sg. vs. albaabbó F pl. ‘door(s)’, class 2
c. ílikM sg. vs. ilkóM pl. ‘tooth/teeth’, class 3
d. míisM sg. vs.miisásM pl.
non-matching quotation mark
‘table(s), class 4
e. mádaxM sg. vs.madáx F pl. ‘head(s)’, class 5
In this paper, I propose ananalysis of the systemdepicted in (1) and I propose an
underlying structure for the noun in Somali. Two crucial hypotheseswill be put
forward, building on Godon (1998). First, a unique plural marker is postulated
for Somali nouns; secondly, feminine nouns are marked by an underlying
syllable, which is detectable at surface level as a tonal accent shift. Also, it is
shown that the notion of “noun class” is redundant, as each noun is the result
of the composition of basic morpho-phonological objects.
The analysis proposed in this work is couched within the theoretical frame-
work known as the generalized CV-hypothesis (cf. Lowenstamm, 1996; Scheer,
2004), and the more general Autosegmental Phonology program (cf. Gold-
smith, 1978; McCarthy, 1981). In addition, the ideas presented in this paper are
consistent with a syntactic approach to word formation, such as Distributed
Morphology (henceforth DM; Halle & Marantz, 1993; Embick & Halle, 2005;
Embick & Noyer, 2007; Marantz, 1997; Marantz, 2001; Marantz, 2008). Follow-
ing a program initiated by Bendjaballah (2003), I argue for a strict one-to-one
relation between the form of an exponent and its morpho-syntactic function.
This hypothesis entails a revision of the realizational procedures proposed by
DM.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, I present the data in a
detailed fashion. Sections 3 and 4 contain the analysis: the former introduces
the main hypotheses on the exponents of each morpheme, whereas the latter
presents the syntactic derivation of the nouns. Finally, section 5 concludes.
2 The Data
According toHyman (1981), each Somali noun bears a tonal accent (henceforth
TA), which is associated either to the last or to the penultimate vowel.2 It
with the IPA notation hold: ⟨sh⟩ /ʃ/, ⟨kh⟩ /x/, ⟨dh⟩ /ɖ/, ⟨x⟩ /ħ/, ⟨c⟩ /ʕ/, ⟨’⟩ /ʔ/, ⟨j⟩ /ʤ ̑/ and ⟨y⟩ /j/.
In addition to standard conventions, tonal accent is marked only when it occurs.
2 Long vowels count as two units, as the following contrasts demonstrate: háan ‘throat’ vs. haán
‘water container’, qáan ‘young camels’ vs. qaán ‘debt’, ceesáan ‘male goat’ vs. ceesaán ‘female
goat’. Cf. Puglielli & Siyaad (1984:55–56) for other examples.
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consists of a high pitch, and it contrasts either with a low pitch or the absence
of pitch. It is then assumed that the peculiar characteristic of a noun is the
presence of a given tonal accent, regardless of the height of the pitch.3
In addition, Somali has three syntactic cases, nominative (NOM), genitive
(GEN), and absolutive (ABS), and a vocative case which will not be treated in
the present study. The ABS is considered to be the default case, and is used
when a noun is either a focussed subject or a direct object (either focussed or
not) (cf. Saeed, 1993: 138).4 In fact, knowing anABS form for a given noun allows
the prediction of the form of all other cases.
In this paper, a classification based on both Saeed (1993, 1999) and Orwin
(1995) is adopted.5 The reason of such a choice is twofold: on the one hand,
both Saeed and Orwin propose a classification where nouns sharing the same
plural formation strategy are put in the same group; on the other side, they
consider the ABS as the basic case, and they both take into account only the
ABS in determining their classes. Interestingly, within a given class, the TA is
associated to the same position.6
The table containing the forms of each class is given below, and a table with
examples follows:
3 Cf. Armstrong (1934) for more details on tonal pitch in Somali.
4 Banti (1988) andPuglielli& Siyaad (1984) had alreadynoticed that the absolutive is thedefault
case. More recently, Frascarelli & Puglielli (2005, 2007b,a) proposed that the ABS marking
on the subject follows from the predicative status of the focussed DP in a Small Clause
configuration. In particular, Frascarelli & Puglielli (2005:14) claim that “in Somali [DP’s] are
not located in situ, or rather, they cannot be located in situ because they never have an
argument role”.
5 Despite Saeed’s (1999) and Orwin’s (1995) classifications, I do not include what would have
been classes 6 and 7, respectively. These are characterized by suffixed nouns in the sg.: the
former includes feminine nouns ending in -o (cf. wáddo ‘road’), whereas the latter includes
masculine nouns ending in -e (cf. báre ‘teacher’). Both have a specific plural suffix which
is added to the singular form (cf. waddoóyin ‘roads’ and barayaal ‘teachers’). According
to Puglielli & Siyaad (1984) and later Lecarme (2002), these nouns are all derived, thus
contrasting with the other classes. For this reason, I will not be concerned with them in this
paper.
6 It is important to emphasize that subclass 1.b belongs to class 3 in Orwin’s (1995) terms,
whereas Saeed (1993) puts itwith class 1. Saeed’s systemhas a practical advantage, as 1.b nouns
are feminine like those in 1.a. Moreover, class 3 plurals do not display gender polarity; nouns
in 1.b do.
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table 1 Inflectional classes7
Singular form Gender TA Plural form Gender TA
1 *-o F+ v v # -ó M v v #
2 *-e M+ v v # -Có (-yó) F v v #
3 C(V)ViCViC M v v # C(V)VCCó M v v #
4 C(V)VC M v (v) # C(V)VCáC M v v #
5 *CVC M v v # F v v #
table 2 Examples8
Singular Plural
bare N N+det Gender bare N N+det Gender
1 .a naág naágta F+ naagó naagáha M ‘woman’
.b galáb galábta galbó galbáha ‘afternoon’
2.a albáab albáabka M+ albaabbó albaabbáda F ‘door’
.b daríiq daríiqa dariiqyó dariiqyáda ‘road’
3 ílik íligga M ilkó ilkáha M ‘tooth’
4 míis míiska M miisás miisáska M ‘table’
5 mádax mádaxa M madáx madáxda F ‘head’
7 In the first column, the label ‘form’ indicates the phonological restriction(s) applying to that
particular class, whereas on the third column, the label ‘TA’ shows the position of the TAwith
respect to the vowels. In the second column, ‘F+’ and ‘M+’ respectively mean that feminine
and masculine nouns are the overwhelming majority in that particular class.
8 The columns labelled ‘bare N’ contain the isolated forms of nouns, whereas the ones labelled
‘N+det’ show each noun when suffixed with the determiner /ka/ (M) or /ta/ (F). The latter
situation is referred to as the “premodifier form” configuration, and is formed whenever the
noun is not the last element in the NP (cf. Orwin, 1995:40–41). The last element can be a
determiner, an adjective, etc. According to Saeed (1993), Orwin (1995) and Puglielli & Siyaad
(1984), when a noun is in the premodifier form, it is marked by the absolutive accentual
pattern, regardless of the actual syntactic position of the NP it belongs to. Throughout the
rest of the paper, we will be only marginally concerned with this syntactic position. Note,
however, that the determiner undergoes a few phonological modifications, depending on the
final segment of the stem. These have been shown by Saeed (1993:161–163) and later analyzed
by Barillot (2002):
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Gray cells in both tables indicate the classes displaying change in gender
in the plural. These are 1, 2, and 5. This phenomenon is referred to as the
gender polarity (cf. Lecarme, 2002). It is not per se strange, as similar and
related cases exist in French, Italian, Arabic, etc.9 However, in Somali every
noun can, in principle, be pluralized by changing the gender of its singular
form, except for the ones in declensions 3 and 4. When gender polarity occurs,
it is always accompanied by the change of the position of the TA. The change
in gender in the plural is thus linked to the TA, but exactly how remains to be
determined.
Class 1 includes all those nouns whose singular form does not end in -o, and
whose plural ends in -o and is masculine. The overwhelming majority of these
singular nouns are feminine, and the TA is always on the final vowel. Nouns in
1.b behave in a slightly different way with respect to the second vowel of their
stem (henceforth V2): this vowel alternates with zero in the plural. In addition,
class 2 includes nounswhose singular formdoes not end in -e, andwhose plural
ends in -o and is feminine. In the singular, these are overwhelminglymasculine,
and the TA is always on the penultimate vowel.10 As can be seen in table 2,
nouns in 2.a are characterized by the gemination of the last consonant in the
plural stem. On the other hand, if the last consonant of the stem is a guttural,
j or s, then the expected geminated consonant is replaced by the cluster -Cy.
This set corresponds to typically non-geminating consonants.
(i) M form /ka/:
a. /ka/ → [ha] / short vowel (a/e/o);
b. /ka/ → [ga] / long V, short V (other than a/e/o), glides, /g/;
c. /ka/ → [a] / guttural C;
d. /ka/ → [ka] / elsewhere.
(ii) F form /ta/:
a. /ta/ → [da] / V, guttural C, /d/;
b. /ta/ → [ɖa] / /ɖ/;
c. /ta/ → [ta] / elsewhere.
In addition to the rules above, note that when a F noun ending in /l/ is followed by the
determiner /ta/, the sequence /lt/ surfaces as [ʃ]: bíl ‘month’ vs. bísha ‘the month’.
9 Cf. the following French example: le bel amour ‘the beautiful love (M)’ vs. les belles/*beaux
amours ‘the beautiful loves (F)’. Italian has a small group of nouns behaving as follows:
uovo ‘egg.M-sg.’ vs. uova ‘egg.F-pl.’.
10 Orwin (1995:33) claims that these nouns have ‘mostly more than one syllable’.
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Class 3 and 4 contain only masculine nouns which do not change their
gender in the plural. Nouns in class 3 are all bisyllabic in the singular, and the
two vowels are identical: C(V)ViCViC. The TA is on the penultimate vowel. In
the plural, the suffix -o is added, and V2 undergoes syncope. As a consequence,
the syllabic structure of these plurals is C(V)VCCo. Nouns in class 4 have a
predictable syllabic structure, too. This has the shape C(V)VC, that is a closed
syllable with either a short or a long vowel. Their gender is masculine in both
singular and plural, and the TA is associated to the penultimate vowel. If the
noun is monosyllabic with a short vowel, then the unique vowel bears the TA:
dáb ‘fire’. The interesting feature of these nouns is theway their plural is formed.
First, the vowel /a/ is inserted at the end of the stem; then a copy of the last
consonant of the stem is added to its right.11
Finally, class 5 is a case apart, as it is the only noun class whose nouns do
not pluralize by affixating any segmental material. As a matter of fact, class
5 includes nouns of 1 to 3 syllables, that have a penultimate TA and are all
masculine in the singular.12 Their plural form has a final TA and feminine
gender. The only formal change between singular and plural is the TA shift one
vowel rightward.
For a sake of clarity, the following list sums up the criteria to identify the
inflectional classes:
(2) a. the place of TA in the singular:
(i) on the penultimate vowel (classes 2, 3, 4 and 5),
(ii) on the last vowel (class 1).
b. the shape of the plural:
(i) the suffix -o (classes 1 and 3),
(ii) the gemination of final C and suffixation of -o (class 2),
(iii) reduplication of final C and infixation of -a- (class 4),
(iv) no suffix (class 5).
11 According toBanti (1988), Puglielli&Siyaad (1984) andSaeed (1999), plurals of classes 1 to 4
bear the TA on their last vowel. On the other hand, Saeed (1993) andOrwin (1995) propose
that these plurals have no high tone at all. Finally, according to Le Gac (2001:109–152),
plurals in -o (which belong to the accentual class 4) do have a high pitch when they are
focussed, but no TA is present when they are in a non focussed position. This situation is
clearly controversial, but it will be shown that it does not affect the hypotheses this paper
defends.
12 Only closed syllables with a short vowel are forbidden in this group, as this situation
corresponds to class 4 nouns.
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c. the gender of the plural with respect to the singular:
(i) M (sg. = F: class 1),
(ii) F (sg. = M: classes 2 and 5),
(iii) M (sg. = M: classes 3 and 4).
Each criterium above is worth a few additional observations.
The place of TA in the singular is predictable from its gender: feminine
nouns have a final TA (class 1), whereas masculine ones have a penultimate
one (classes 2 to 5). The following statements are then assumed:
(3) The connection between TA and gender in the singular
a. the TA is associated to the final vowel of feminine nouns;
b. the TA is associated to the penultimate vowel of masculine nouns.
Now, the shape of the plural is interesting with respect to its gender. Indeed,
reduplicated plurals are masculine, and are always derived from masculine
nouns. We can thus generalize that the gender can change in the plural only
if the plural is formed either (i) by the suffix -o, (ii) by the gemination of final C
and the suffixation of -o or (iii) by no suffix. In addition to this generalization, it
is also true that if a noun is pluralized only bymoving its TA rightwards, then its
singular form ismasculine. The TAmovement is the only surface phenomenon
applying to class 5 plurals. In addition, note that moving a tone can also trigger
the change of gender or case, as shown in what follows:
table 3 TA and inflection
Form 1 Form 2
1 number mádax sg. madáx pl. ‘head’
2 gender ínan M inán F ‘boy’ vs. ‘girl’
3 case géri ABS gerí GEN ‘giraffe’
In the first example, TAmovement entails pluralization, as already noticed, but
is accompanied by gender polarity. In line 2, ínan is M whereas inán is F: in
this case, we have two different lexemes, ‘boy’ and ‘girl’. In line 3, a noun like
géri undergoes TA movement in order to change its syntactic case, but not the
gender (géri is M).
The next section is dedicated to the analysis of the data discussed so far.
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3 The Decomposition of a Noun
In this section, I first propose that only one pluralmarker exists in the language;
then I show that a certain group of roots are templatic, whereas other are not.
This situation has a consequence in the way nouns form their plural. Then,
following Godon (1998), I make the hypothesis that F gender is marked by an
underlying object which is suffixed to the stem. This item is a CV unit, and is
responsible for the final position of the TA in nouns like inán ‘girl’, F. Finally, I
concentrate on syntactic cases, and I distinguish an exponent for each one of
them.
3.1 A Single PluralMarker
In this subsection, I explore the hypothesis that only one plural marker has to
bepostulated. Thismarker is the vowel [o]. Thus, TAmovement is not a strategy
to pluralize a noun, but rather the consequence of another phenomenon.13
The following points are crucial in developing the hypothesis of a single plural
marker:
(4) a. the directionality of TA movement;
b. the restrictiveness of reduplication;
c. the suffix -o has no inherent gender, and it alternates with -awhen the
noun is suffixed.
Let us start with the directionality of the TA movement. TA shift is the only
change that occurs in class 5 in the passage from singular to plural. The tonal
variation can be used tomark the plural only if the singular noun is masculine,
the reverse situation being ungrammatical:
(5) TA movement directionality
a. búug ‘book’ M → buúg ‘books’ F;
b. naág ‘woman’ F *→ *náag ‘women’ M.
Pairs like the one in (5-b) do not exist in the language. This situation is in con-
trast with the fact that gender polarity works for both genders: an M noun can
be F in plural (classes 2 and 5) and an F noun can beM in plural (class 1). In the
former case, the pluralization is accompanied by either TA movement or suf-
13 Cf. section 3.3.
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fixation, whereas in the latter case, only the suffixation is possible. Therefore, I
make the hypothesis that the tonal variation is not involved with pluralization,
or at least that it is not the primary source to pluralize a noun. In fact, the
change of the tonal pattern is a consequence of the presence of an underlying
F marker, as it will be demonstrated later in 3.3.
As for reduplication, its application is highly restricted. In fact, in order for
a noun to be pluralized by reduplicating the last consonant of its stem, two
conditions must be met: the presence of a fixed syllabic structure (CV(V)C),
and themasculine gender. The former condition corresponds to the obligation
to have one syllable with either a short or a long vowel. In CVCV-Theory terms,
the representation of a closed syllable having a short vowel is CVCV, whereas
a closed syllable having a long vowel is represented as CVCVCV. Hence, the
sequence CV1+(CV)+CV2 represents both situations, where parentheses point
to the optionality of vowel length. Míis ‘table’ M sg. ABS has the following
representation:
(6) Representation ofmíis ‘table’ M sg. ABS:
a. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments m i s
Template C V (CV) C V míis
The tier labelled TA indicates the position of the high tone with respect to the
vowel. Vocalic positions are numbered from right to left.14
The plural miisás is formed by reduplicating the last consonant. As word-
final geminates are not possible in Somali, the language must avoid such a
situation. One might think that /a/ is the epenthetic vowel in Somali, as it
appears between the two identical C’s. However, Somali uses two different
strategies to avoid final CC# clusters: either the first vowel of the stem is
copied (e.g. fílin, cf. English ‘film’, báxar, cf. Arabic baħr ‘sea’), or an epenthetic
/i/ is inserted (e.g. bánki, cf. English ‘bank’, qálbi, cf. Arabic qalb ‘heart’). We
conclude that /a/ is not the epenthetic vowel, but rather the exponent of
14 Final V positions are excluded from this computation. Cf. Kaye (1990) for an analysis on
final empty nuclei.
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another phenomenon: my hypothesis is that it is an allomorph of the plural
marker.
Now, note that in CVCV-Theory terms, the template of these plurals must
be CV1+(CV)+CV2+CV3. The complete representation of this form is shown
below:
(7) Representation ofmiisás ‘table’ M pl. ABS:
a. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments m i s
Template C V (CV) C V C V miisás
Plural a
In order to unify the representations of singular and plural, I make the hypoth-
esis that a unique underlying template exists for the nouns of class 3. This tem-
plate has the shape CV1+(CV)+CV2+CV3 and it accounts for both singular and
plural forms. The roots of this class have the form /C1VC2C2/, and the second
C2 surfaces only at plural, when /a/ is inserted. Following the pioneering work
byMcCarthy (1981), I consider that C2 propagates rightwardswhen a given con-
dition is met, namely pluralization. On the other hand, C2 never propagates in
the singular. By attributing a single template to both singular and plural forms,
the template and the number feature are dissociated. Indeed, my hypothesis is
that the fixed template is the expression of a lexical constraint on a particular
class of roots, whereas the inserted -a- is the actual plural marker. Despite its
appearance, this vowel is not epenthetic.
Finally, we have classes 1, 2 and 3, which pluralize by suffixating -o. This
object has a few interesting properties. First, it has no inherent gender, as o-
plurals are either masculine (cf. naagó ‘women’ or garbó ‘shoulders’) or femi-
nine (cf. albaabbó ‘doors’). Secondly, it alternates with -a-. This happens when
the plural noun is in premodifier form, as shown in what follows:15
15 Other examples are in table 2 above.
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(8) a. naagó ‘women’ → naagáha ‘the women’
b. garbó ‘shoulders’ → garbáha ‘the shoulders’
c. albaabbó ‘doors’ → albaabbáda ‘the doors’
This alternation is morphologically restricted, hence it is not phonologically
conditioned.16 Crucially, final [a]’s exist, and interconsonantal [o]’s, too, as the
examples below show:
(9) a. [a]#: naagáha ‘the women’, galábta ‘the afternoon’, etc.
b. Co(o)C: qódob ‘article’, górgor ‘vulture’, xóog ‘force’, qólay ‘bag’, etc.
Then, plural formation (or, more generally, a morphological operation) may
be the only cause of such an alternation. In other words, [a] and [o] are two
distinct realizations of the same morpheme, i.e. the plural morpheme.
Interestingly, the vowels /o/ and /a/ share somephonological substance. The
theory of Elements (Kaye et al., 1985; Kaye et al., 1990) argues for the existence of
phonological basic matrix Elements generating complex vowels. In this sense,
the decomposition of /o/ and /a/ gives an interesting result, as can be seen
below (capital letters indicate the basic Element):
(10) Phonological decomposition of vowels
a. [o] = /A.U/
b. [a] = /A/
The Element /A/ is shared by both vowels.
From the representations above, we can hypothesize that the plural suffix
/o/ has the following underlying structure:
16 As far as I know, there is only one other striking example of such an alternation in Somali
morphology. This happens in conjugation 3 verbs, also known as the ‘autobenefactive’
form (cf. Saeed 1993:51–58, andOrwin 1995:82–84), i.e. qaadó ‘to take for oneself ’; joogsó ‘to
stop’, etc. These verbs are characterized by final -o in imperative singular, which is the only
bare form in the paradigm. Finite verbal forms are created by adding suffixes to the stem
of the imperative singular. Crucially, final -o is always replaced by -a-, as a few examples
from past tense illustrate: 1sg. joogsa-day ‘I stopped’, 2sg. joogsa-tay ‘you stopped’, 1pl.
joogsa-nnay ‘we stopped’, 2pl. joogsa-teen ‘you stopped’, etc.
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The representation in (11) underlies the surface suffix -o. In addition, I propose
that the same complex vowel underlies internal plural -a-, which appears in the
context of reduplicated plurals, cf. class 4 above in (7). The alternation between
[o] and [a] can be formalized by the de-linking of the association line between
the Element /U/ and the Element /A/, as the examples below show:
(12) Plural suffix alternation:
a. Segments n a g
Template C V C V C V [naagó] ‘women’
Plural A
U
b. Segments m i s
Template C V C V C V C V [miisás] ‘tables’
Plural A
U
In DM terms, each exponent corresponds to a Vocabulary Item (henceforth
VI). A VI is a relation between a given phonological exponent and themorpho-
syntactic information aboutwhere that exponentmust be inserted in the struc-
ture. In the case at hand, we need two VI’s: one for the sg. and one for the pl.
(sg. exponent is clearly zero):
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The list above accounts for the number exponents of classes 1, 2, 3 and 4, and
has the advantage of postulating only one phonological string for each given
morpheme.17 In section4,wewill see that the samehypothesis also explains the
plurals of class 5, in which there is TA movement and no apparent segmental
suffix (cf.mádax vs.madáx ‘head(s)’).
The following subsection is dedicated to the comparisonbetween class 3 and
class 4 with respect to their templates.
3.2 Templatic Nouns
Somali roots can have a fixed length. In fact, both classes 3 and 4 contain nouns
that have a predictable form of their roots. Through the comparison between
the representations (6) and (7), the hypothesis was made that nouns of class
4 share a unique template of the form CV1+(CV)+CV2+CV3. This sequence
of CV units recalls Guerssel and Lowenstamm’s (1996) unique template for
classical Arabic verbal forms. In their idea, the optional CV is activated only
once through a given derivationalmorphological operation. This way, only one
of the two optional positions is occupied. In Somali nouns, this position is
always the vocalic one, and it is activated when a particular kind of noun is
formed. Hence, its activation is strictly lexical.
The fixed template CV1+(CV)+CV2+CV3 appears to fit the nouns in class 3,
too. Indeed, all nouns in this group are bisyllabic, the first vowel is either short
or long, and the second vowel, which is identical to the first one, is always short.
In other words, the size of a noun in class 4 is maximally four CV units and
minimally three. Both class are exclusively masculine, and they do not display
gender polarity.
The representations of gárab ‘shoulder’, dáb ‘fire’ andmíis ‘table’ are shown
below:
17 In addition to the list (13), the presence of the uniform template for class 4must be known,
too. This becomes explicit in the following section.
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(14) gárab ‘shoulder’ M sg. ABS, dáb ‘fire’ M sg. ABS andmíis ‘table’ M sg. ABS:
a. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments g a r a b
Template C V (CV) C V C V [gárab] class 3
b. V-pos 1 –
TA TA
Segments d a b
Template C V (CV) C V C V [dáb] class 4
c. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments m i s
Template C V (CV) C V C V [míis] class 4
Recall that the syllable between parentheses is activated only if V1 is long, as
in the case of míis, otherwise it is erased.18 In Somali, the length of the vowel
is a lexical property of the root. Note that the TA association proceeds from
the right to the left. In addition, it is strictly vowel-sensitive, as it affects the
secondactivated vocalic position in the template, unless only one short vowel is
present (cf. dáb). We can then conclude that only one group exists, henceforth
labelled class 3/4. This class has the following three properties:
(15) Class 3/4:
a. roots have a uniform and fixed template: CV1+(CV)+CV2+CV3;
b. the nouns are allmasculine;
c. no gender polarity is observed.
18 This is an intrinsic property of CV units: if they are not used, they are erased.
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On the other hand, nouns fromclasses 1, 2 and 5 donot require any templatic
restriction, as it can be seen from data in table 2.
My hypothesis is that a root dichotomy exists in Somali nouns. A set of roots
are represented as lexically associated to their CVCV tiers. These are the roots
entailing classes 1, 2 and 5, that is the ones whose the form and the length of
the skeletal tier is not fixed. In terms of spell-out, such a root is realized as a
segmental sequence associated to a skeletal tier:19
(16) VI’s for lexical template roots
a. ‘woman’↔ n a g
C V C V C V class 1
b. ‘door’↔ a l b a b
C V C V C V C V C V class 2
c. ‘head’↔ m a d a x
C V C V C V class 5
On the other side, the set of roots selecting for a uniform and fixed template
(that is the ones in class 3/4), do not contain this template in their lexical rep-
resentation. This way, the skeletal tier CV1+(CV)+CV2+CV3 must be spelled-out
elsewhere in the structure, as will be shown later in section 4. These roots have
a strictly segmental spell-out, in the terms of Bendjaballah andHaiden’s (2008)
taxonomy:
(17) VI’s for predictable template roots
a. ‘table’↔MIIS class 3/4
b. ‘fire’↔ DAG class 3/4
The question arises as to why roots in (17) need to have a template. In Autoseg-
mental Phonology terms, a segmentneeds tobe associated to a skeletal position
in order to be audible at the surface level. Thus, if a rootwithout a templatic tier
enters a derivation, such a tier must be provided at some level. Its VI is formal-
ized as follows:
19 Cf. Bendjaballah & Haiden (2008) for a typology of spell-out.
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(18) Template↔ CV1+(CV)+CV2+CV3
In conclusion, the fundamental difference between the two kinds of roots is
the following: in one case roots enter the structure with no skeletal positions,
whereas in the other they are inserted with a skeletal tier.
3.3 The Feminine Exponent and the Gender Polarity
Godon (1998:71–82) argues that feminine gender in Somali nouns depends on
the presence of an underlying CV in their representations. More specifically, a
CV syllable attached to the right edge of a masculine noun is responsible for
the tonal accent shift and thus for a feminine interpretation. This syllable is
external.20 The tonal difference between masculine and feminine nouns is a
consequence of the presence of a phonological abstract syllable, illustrated by
the following examples:
(19) ínan ‘boy’, M vs. inán ‘girl’, F:21
a. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments i n a m
Template C V C V C V [ínan] M sg.
b. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments i n a m
Template C V C V C V + C V [inán] F sg.
20 Inmy analysis, it is the spell-out of the feature [+F], which is introduced by n0 (an external
site, with respect to the root). This view avoids the following ambiguity: as nouns like dáb
or míis do have an extra CV in their representations (cf. (14)), one could claim that they
should be F, too. This is not possible if the F interpretation is made via a feature [+F]. The
spell-out of this feature is an external CV, which is only phonologically equivalent to the
one in dáb. Morpho-syntactically, they are different objects.
21 In Somali, /m/ neutralizes in favor of [n] when it occurs in final codas (cf. Saeed, 1999:301).
Thus, the underlying form is /inam/ for both [ínan] and [inán].
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The arguments for such a hypothesis are the following:
(20) Arguments for the F marker:
a. the gemination of the last consonant in F plurals (class 2);
b. the alternation of the TA between singular and plural in class 5;
c. the generalization on the position of the TA.
Let us begin with the first argument. Interestingly, class 2 plurals are formed
not only by the suffix /A.U/ (cf. above (13-b)), but also by the gemination of the
last consonant of the stem, as shown below:
(21) Gemination at plural (class 2)
albáabM sg. → albaabbó F pl. ‘door(s)’
Nouns in class 5, in turn,donot display the expectedplural suffix (13-b). Instead,
they only show the TAmovement one vowel rightwards, as alreadymentioned:
(22) TA movement at plural (class 5)
mádaxM sg. →madáx F pl. ‘head(s)’
It is important to note that a plural noun is feminine either when there is
suffixation of -o followed by this gemination, or when the TAmoves one vowel
rightwards. Inversely, a plural noun is masculine when -o is added (cf. class
1: naagó, class 3/4: miisás). The hypothesis I make is that an external CV unit
corresponds to the F gender. This way, the gemination in (21) can be explained
by the same token as TA movement in (22). In addition, the position of the TA
is always the second V slot from the right. This situation is illustrated below, by
using class 2 and 5, respectively:
(23) Additional CV syllable at plural (classes 2 and 5): albáab ‘door’ andmádax
‘head’
a. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments a l b a b
Template C V C V C V C V C V [albáab] M sg.
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b. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments a l b a b
Template C V C V C V C V C V + C V [albaabbó] F pl.
Plural A
U
c. V-pos 2 1 -
TA TA
Segments m a d a x
Template C V C V C V [mádax] M sg.
d. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments m a d a x
Template C V C V C V + C V [madáx] F pl.
Plural A
U
Note that the exception to the generalization on the position of the TA is
represented by plurals displaying the suffix -o. Indeed, these plurals display a
TAon the plural suffix [ó], or they do not carry it, aswe have alreadymentioned
(cf. Puglielli & Siyaad, 1984; Saeed, 1999). But in class 5, where the suffix -o does
not appear, the TA surfaces on the predicted position: the second vowel from
the right. The introduction of an abstract CV provides a regular pattern for the
TA with respect to its position: it is always found on the penultimate vocalic
position. The consequence of such an analysis is the following:
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(24) The TA is independent from the gender.
Thus, feminine is marked by a suffixed CV syllable, whereas masculine gender
is marked by zero.
The hypothesis on F gender straightforwardly explains the gemination ob-
served in class 2, as can be seen easily in the representations above in (23-b). In
addition, the introduction of this abstract syllable explains the alternation of
the TA in class 5, because it follows the general principle that the TA is always
associated to the second V position from right to left.22 This last statement con-
stitutes the third argument in favor of the additional CV-hypothesis: we can
untie the link between the position of the TA and the gender.
In addition, my hypothesis on feminine exponent does not contradict simi-
lar facts fromotherAfroasiatic languages. First, in her Rendille analysis, Oomen
(1981:44–48) proposes a feminine suffix for Proto-Cushitic languages having the
form *-at.23 Accepting this hypothesis entails that all nouns bore a tone on the
penultimate vowel, exactly like in Somali. After the loss of this suffix, only the
accentuation makes the genders distinct at surface level. As for plural, Oomen
(1981:51–53) proposes a stressed suffix *-át. At the loss of the consonant, *-a
would become -o, the actual plural suffix. This would explain the alternation
a/o which is visible in Somali plurals. The fact that the plural suffix can even-
tually attract the stress/tone can also be attributed to an underlying stressed
plural suffix *-át. Second, the general Semitic feminine suffix is also *-at. Lan-
guages like Arabic lost in some cases the consonant, whereas -a still holds, i.e.
madrasa ‘school’. There is actually an example of *-at in Somali, namely the suf-
fix -eed for genitive feminine nouns.24 This suffix can be regarded as a reflex of
an old feminine suffix. Third, Nubi, an Arabic-based creole language, has a few
interesting cases of alternations singular/plural where the distinct phonologi-
cal feature is the position of the stress (cf. Kihm, 2010): gidída (sg) vs. gididá (pl)
‘chicken(s)’, béle (sg) vs. belé (pl) ‘countr-y/ies’ and siádum (sg) vs. siadúm (pl)
‘owner(s)’. Somali behaves like Nubi with respect to the prosodic alternation
between the singular and the plural.
We can now go back to the hypothesis on feminine gender. Again, this
situation can be formalized in DM terms as it is shown below:
22 The absence of the suffix [o] is explained later, in section 4.
23 She actually proposes a *-et suffix for Rendille and *-at as a historical common feminine
marker. Note that Rendille nouns display polarity in a very similar way to Somali ones.
24 It will be treated later in more details.
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(25) Gender exponents
a. M↔ zero
b. F↔ suffixed CV
If gender polarity is an epiphenomenon, resulting from the presence of a
suffixed syllable which is the exponent of the feminine gender, the question
is raised as to the role of the TA, and its relationship with syntactic case.
3.4 Case Exponents
In this subsection, I aim at establishing a VI for each syntactic case. As men-
tioned above in section 2, Somali has three main syntactic cases, namely
ABS(solutive), NOM(inative) and GEN(itive). Recall that the ABS is syntacti-
cally the default case, as well as the unmarked one.25 As for the NOM and the
GEN, I propose that the former corresponds to the matrix [-oblique], whereas
the latter to the matrix [+oblique] (cf. Halle 1997). The matrices for each case
are shown below:




Now, the question is raised as to the nature of the phonological exponents
corresponding to the spell-out of each case. One phonological object has not
received a role, yet. This is the TA, as it is involved neither in pluralization nor
in feminine gender formation. I propose that the TA marks the syntactic case
in Somali nouns.
We observed in (3) above that the TA has two different positions in the
ABS case, depending on the gender of the noun. We explained this fact by
arguing that a CV suffix marks the feminine gender (cf. supra section 3.3). As a
consequence, the TA is always associated to the second vowel from the right,
regardless the gender of the noun.26 If gender is marked by an extra CV unit,
it follows that the ABS case is marked by the TA associated to a given vowel,
namely the second from the right. TheVI associated to this case is shownbelow:
(27) ABS: [default]↔ TA on the 2nd V position
25 Cf. Frascarelli & Puglielli (2005), Orwin (1995), Saeed (1993).
26 Plurals which have a final tone (or are tone-less), are explained later in section 4.
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Now, note that the presence of two or more TA’s on a noun is prohibited.
Thus, two logical possibilities exist for the other cases. Onemust be marked by
the absence of the TA whereas the other must be marked by the TA associated
to the last vowel. The latter situation corresponds to the NOM and the former
to the GEN.
NOM is indeed characterizedby the absence of high tone, as Saeed (1993:142)
observes: “subject case lowers high tones”. In addition, feminine nouns add the
suffix -i:
table 4 NOMmarkings
Absolutive Nominative Class Gender Number
1
sans serif font correct?
warqád warqad-i 1 F sg. ‘letter’
2 warqadó warqado 1 M pl. ‘letters’
3 albáab albaab 2 M sg. ‘door’
4 albaabbó albaabbo 2 F pl. ‘doors’
5 míis miis 3/4 M sg. ‘table’
6 miisás miisas 3/4 M pl. ‘tables’
7 mádax madax 5 M sg. ‘head’
8 madáx madax-i 5 F pl. ‘heads’
Two facts need further explanation. First, feminineNOMmarking -i is attached
to the last or rightmost element of the phrase, unless this is the determiner.27
Secondly, the elements that precede the noun bearing NOMmarking take the
ABS case, i.e. they do carry a TA. This situation is part of the phenomenon
which imposes ABSmarking on nouns in pre-determiner position, the position
we have been referring to as the ‘premodifier form’ since the beginning of the
paper.
As a conclusion, I propose that the phonological exponent of the NOM case
is the suffix -i; no TA is spelled-out:
(28) NOM: [-oblique]↔ -i
The VI (28) applies to the feature [-oblique]. In other words, the insertion of
the exponent -i does not depend on the gender associated to the root. As a
27 The situation is quite complex, and it will not be treated in the present study.
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consequence, the prediction is made that all NOM nouns should display such
an exponent.
Recall the hypothesis on feminine gender, formulated above in (25-b): a
suffixed CV spells out the feature [+F]. If F nouns are suffixed, then they
have additional templatic positions. NOM marking -i lands on the V position
belonging to the F exponent. By hypothesis, the final V position of the template
of the root is not accessible to inflection. Thus, the marker -i does not appear
in masculine nouns. This is compatible with the cyclic derivation of DM.
The -i suffix has two interesting phonological properties: (i) it does not have
a palatalizing effect, and (ii) it triggers the rule /m/→[n]/ #. Both phenomena
confirm that the hypothesis on the phonological exponent of the NOM is on
the right track. Observe the data below:
table 5 Phonological properties of NOM suffix28
Singular Plural
bare noun Premodifier bare noun Premodifier
class 1 F naagi naág-tu M naago naagú-hu ‘woman/women’
class 1 F inani inán-tu M inamo inamú-hu ‘girl(s)’
class 2 M inan ínan-ku F inammo inammá-du ‘boy(s)’
The causative suffix -i normally triggers palatalization in Somali, as in the case
of causative verbs: joog ‘to stop’ vs. jooji ‘to arrest’, nuug ‘to suck’ vs. nuuji ‘to
suckle’ or daaq ‘to graze’ vs. daaji ‘to make graze’.29
Despite its identical phonological shape, NOM -i does not behave like the
causativemarker. This is shown in the first line of the table 5. I argue that NOM
-i does not palatalize because intervening free positions on the template occur
between the last activated consonant in the stem and the position the suffix -i
is associated to. In otherwords, the suffix -i is not adjacent to the last consonant
of the root, i.e. -g.
In addition, underlying /m/ surfaces as [n] when in final positions, as in
ínan. Again, why does this phenomenon occur in the context of the NOM
28 The alternation between final -o in naago and in inamo and the first -u- in naagúhu
and inamúhu is an instance of what is referred to as the ‘transparence of gutturals’
phenomenon, a situation where vowels harmonize throughout a guttural, which remains
‘transparent’.
29 Cf. Bendjaballah (1998) for more details.
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marking suffixation? The answer is equivalent to the one provided for the
previous situation. The underlying representation of [inani] is /inam#i/, where
final /m/ surfaces as [n]. This means that the underlying /m/ is in a coda
position.
Hence, both phenomena apply to a template-external position, which is
cyclically separated from the root.30 As only feminine nouns have an external
free V position, this allows the suffix -i to surface, whereas in M nouns NOM i
floats and stands unassociated. Templatic representations of NOM nouns are
shown below:
(29) Templatic representation of NOM nouns:
a. NOM i
Segments n a g
Template C V C V C V + C V [naagi] ‘woman’, F
b. NOM i
Segments i n a m
Template C V C V C V + C V [inani] ‘girl’, F
c. NOM i
Segments i n a m
Template C V C V C V [inan] ‘boy’, M
Ultimately, the reason as towhyunderlinedVpositions are not accessible to the
inflection is an open problem, which can be solved through a domain-related
phonological approach (Kaye, 1995), a phase-based approach (Marantz, 2008)
or one that treats suffixes as roots (Lowenstamm, To appear). The issuewill not
be further investigated in this paper, but cf. Scheer (2010) for a recent analysis
of similar phenomena.
Finally we have GEN case, which is characterized by the presence of a high
tone. The position of TA at GEN, however, is totally predictable: it is one vowel
30 Cf. Embick (2010: ch. 1) for a review of cyclic derivation mechanism.
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to the right of its position in the ABS case, that is the final one.31 In addition, F
nouns display a segmental suffix of the the forms -eed and -ood, in singular and
plural forms respectively. The table below illustrates a few examples:
table 6 GENmarkings
Absolutive Genitive Class Gender Number
1 warqád warqad-eéd 1 F sg. ‘letter’
2 warqadó warqad-(oód) 1 M pl. ‘letters’
3 albáab albaáb 2 M sg. ‘door’
4 albaabbó albaabb-(oód) 2 F pl. ‘doors’
5 míis miís 3/4 M sg. ‘table’
6 miisás miisás 3/4 M pl. ‘tables’
7 mádax madáx 5 M sg. ‘head’
8 madáx madax-oód 5 F pl. ‘heads’
In light of the hypothesis put forth for ABS and NOM cases, GEN is relatively
easy to formalize. First, the TA must be associated to the last vowel. Secondly,
the suffix -eed is contextually inserted.32 As for the VI, I propose the following
form:
(30) GEN: [+oblique]↔ TA on the last vowel + -eed
It is important to notice that the high tone and the segmental suffix are two
phonological realities of one and unique object: the GEN exponent.33
The analysis presented here emphasizes the fact that the position of the TA
depends, exclusively, on the syntactic case. In other words, the position of the
TA has nothing to do with either gender or number.
The next section illustrates the mechanism of noun formation at work.
31 TA is either penultimate or final at ABS, as largely commented.
32 The alternation between -eed and -oodwill not be explained. However, note that in terms
of the Theory of Elements, the vowels [e] and [o] share the Element /A/: this may be the
correct analytical path.
33 The question is left open as to why -eed does not surface at M, as it is longer than one CV
unit (the F marker). It seems, though, that additional templatic material is needed to let
this object surface.
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4 Syntactic Structures in Somali Nouns
4.1 Complex Heads
I assume that noun formation proceeds along the lines drawnbyDM, following
a three-step derivation (cf. Embick & Noyer, 2007):
(31) Noun formation
a. syntactic basic structure;
b. complex head formation;
c. vocabulary insertion and linearization.
This section illustrates how this mechanism works.
First, the following basic structure is found at the output of Syntax:





A complex head is created via cyclic head movement (cf. Embick, 2010:36–40).
This operation gives rise to the syntactic structure in (33), where each terminal
node hosts the feature matrix corresponding to a given morpheme. Gender is
introduced by the n-head (cf. Lowenstamm, 2008), whereas num- and K-heads
introduce number and case, respectively.34 The label “Th” stands for “theme”,
that is a node adjoined to each functional head, as in Oltra-Massuet (2000).
This node is the result of a well-formedness constraint, which imposes overt
morphology on nouns as far as gender, number and case are involved.
34 In Lecarme (2002:129), the Somali noun structure contains a DP instead of a KP. In my
hypothesis, I follow Bittner and Hale’s work (1996) where a projection KP has been intro-
duced in order to account for languages displaying overt case morphology. DM analyses
such those in Calabrese (1998), Halle (1992) and Halle & Vaux (1998) also postulate the
presence of a KP projection.
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Finally, by the process of VI insertion, phonological exponents are associated
to each terminal and then arranged into phonological strings. Only one phono-
logical exponent is associated to each possible combination of features in a
givenmatrix/morpheme.Morphological formsmust be decomposed into basic
morpho-phonological primes. The required VI’s for Somali nouns are recapitu-
lated below:






f. [+oblique]↔ last vowel TA + -eed
g. [default]↔ penultimate vowel TA.
A class 2 noun, albáab ‘door’ is shown in the structure below, as an example.
The singular structure is shown first:
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b. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments a l b a b
Template C V C V C V C V C V [albáab]
The situation depicted above in (35) is entirely derived by hypotheses on gen-
der, number and case exponents. Phonological computation “puts together”
the basic objects and derives the attested surface form. In the case at hand, a
lexical template is associated to the root√ALBAAB. This template is linearized
in the way shown in (35-b). At this point, the TA is associated to the second
vowel from the right.
As for the plural, the situation is identical, except for the number exponent:
/A.U/ replaces the zero marker. In addition, as class 2 plurals are feminine,
the exponent of the F gender must be spelled-out, too. By hypothesis, this
corresponds to a suffixed CV unit, which triggers the gemination of the final
consonant of the root. This situation is shown below:
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b. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments a l b a b
Template C V C V C V C V C V + C V [albaabbó]
Plural A
U
The representation of the plural raises a crucial problem, namely how is the
additional syllable generated? Recall that this CV results from the spell-out of
the gender [+F]. The root √ALBAAB, which is M in the singular, should not
trigger an F agreement.
I propose that the CV unit which marks the F gender is inserted after the
creation of the complex head, namely at the moment of the linearization.
For this reason, this syllable does not appear in (36-a), but only in (36-b)
(italicized). The next section is dedicated to this and further issues raised by
the analysis proposed so far.
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4.2 Structures and Allomorphy
The phonological decomposition proposed so far has an important conse-
quence for the representation of the morphemes: each abstract morpheme
has a unique phonological exponent. Put differently, a given morphological
property always corresponds to the same phonological string, throughout the
system. For instance, Somali nominal plural is always marked by the string
/A.U/, and feminine gender isalways expressedby the externally addedCV.This
hypothesis imposes strong constraints on morpho-phonological exceptions.
This is the case, for example, in class 5: these plurals do not show a segmen-
tal suffix, but only a TA shift:mádaxM ‘head’ vs.madáx F ‘heads’. At first sight,
we face a counter-example to the generalization on plural morpheme, as our
hypotheses predict the ungrammatical: *madaxyo (cf. class 2 daríiqM ‘road’ vs.
dariiqyo F ‘roads’).35
The four main problems we encountered so far are the following:
(37) Problems still to be accounted for:
a. the presence of feminine CV in the plural of classes 2 and 5;
b. class 5 plurals do not show the suffix /A.U/;
c. the way the fixed template CV1+(CV)+CV2+CV3 is inserted in the struc-
ture;
d. how are class 1 plurals derived?
In order to account for these exceptionalities, I propose to interpret surface
exceptions as the result of the application of a few allomorphy rules, in the
senseofEmbick (2010:19–46). These rules apply tophonologicalmaterial before
the linearization, namely on terminal nodes of complex heads. They are sensi-
tive to the position that each phonological object has in the syntactic structure.
In particular, according toEmbick (2010), a givenobject can trigger the allomor-
phy of another one if and only if no intervening object occurs, and they are both
spelled-out in the same phase.
In this sense, the feminine CV in the plural of both class 2 and 5 results from
the following allomorphy rule (henceforth AR):
(38) Feminine allomorphy, AR1: zero → CV / √___A.U[+pl]
35 In standard spelling, x corresponds to phonetic [ħ], one of the segments that cannot
geminate.
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Technically, (38) triggers the insertion of a CV syllable in the plural, and the
representation (36-b) is thus accounted for.36
Rule (38) above applies both in class 2 and 5. In class 2, the plural suffix
/A.U/ surfaces as [ó].37 In addition, the gemination of the last consonant of
the root is contextually triggered (because of the presence of an extra CV unit,
cf. representation (23) above). On the other hand, class 5 displays a plural
which does not have any apparent segmental realization. As already noticed,
this plural corresponds to the TA shift from left to right. The absence of a
segmental plural in this class can also be regarded as an allomorph of the
plural morpheme. This object is produced by the application of the following
allomorphy rule:
(39) Plural allomorphy, AR2: /A.U/[+pl] → zero / √___ (class 5 roots)
The rule above can also be seen in terms of delinking or non-association of the
suffix /A.U/ from the template.
The combination of the rules (38) and (39) gives rise to class 5 nouns. The
structure of plural madáx ‘heads’ is shown below (the singular is the same as
class 2 one, cf. (35)):38
36 The hypothesis is that the root can trigger contextual allomorphy on objects which are in
a local relationship with it. Locality is defined following Embick’s theory (2010:32–35).
37 As already pointed out, the plural suffix /A.U/ surfaces as [ó] according to Banti (1988),
Puglielli & Siyaad (1984) and Saeed (1999), whereas for Orwin (1995) and Saeed (1993)
it does not carry a TA. This problem does not affect the scope of our proposal for the
following reason. Recall that the TA surfaces on the second V position from the right. If
the suffix -o is toneless, the TA should have been erased by a particular allomorphy rule;
on the other hand, if the suffix -o bears the high tone, then the TA should be considered
as an attractor of the TA for a reason to be understood.
38 Note, however, that class 5 plurals trigger both 3rd person F singular and 3rd person plural
agreement on the verb (Puglielli & Siyaad, 1984:81–85):
(i) class 5 plurals verbal agreement
a. dibídu way cabbayasaa
bulls.the-NOM F-she/they to.drink-PRES-3Pers.-sg-fem
‘The bulls drink’
b. dibídu way cabbayaan
bulls.the-NOM F-she/they to.drink-PRES-3Pers.-pl
‘The bulls drink’
This suggests that singular agreement is triggered if and only if segmental plural does not
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b. V-pos 2 1 –
TA AT
Segments m a d a x
Template C V C V C V + C V [madáx]
Plural A
U
As a conclusion, thenouns of classes 2 and 5behave exactly in the samemanner
with respect to a root lexical template, gender/number/case exponents, and the
application of allomorphy rules. Problems (37-a) and (37-b) are settled.
Problem (37-c) concerns the nouns displaying a fixed and predictable tem-
plate, namely the nouns in class 3/4 (cf. (15) above). As already discussed, this
appear. Note that plural interpretation is not affected by the absence (or delinking) of
/A.U/. For reasons of space, we will not look deeper into this intriguing subject.
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template has the shape CV1+(CV)+CV2+CV3. I propose to consider that if a
root enters the derivation without a skeletal tier in its representation, then the
fixed template is inserted by default.39 This happens in the n-head, as shown
below:40










b. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments m i s
Template C V (CV) C V C V [míis]
The propagation of the second radical (here C2 = /s/) is blocked to the right
only in the context of the singular, as already noticed. The reason seems to
be a constraint on final complex consonantal clusters, which are prohibited in
39 Along with Marantz (1995, 2001), the lexical material is introduced below the n-head,
whereas predictable material depends on the higher part of the structure.
40 Literature on syntax (cf. Alexiadou et al., 2007 for a review on nominalizations) offers
many examples of n-heads introducing nominalizing objects, such as English -ness. The
template is such an object.
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Somali: *CC#. On the other hand, C2 propagates when the plural suffix /A.U/ is
inserted.41 The plural is shown below:










b. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments m i s
Template C V (CV) C V C V [miisás]
Plural A
U
The situation depicted above is interesting with respect to AR1 above in (38).
Why does this allomorphy rule not apply in class 3/4? If this were the case,
miisás would be a feminine noun, instead of a masculine one. In fact, the
41 The real question is to understand the reason as towhy the plural suffix is infixed between
the two consonants, instead of being associated to the last vocalic position. Godon’s (1998)
solution calls for the antigemination principle, along the lines ofMcCarthy (1986). Further
research is needed on this particular point.
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allomorphy rule in question cannot apply in such a situation as an intervening
object appears to be between the root and the plural. Indeed, in order for the
AR1 (38) to apply, the /A.U/ sequence in theTh-node adjoined to thenum-head,
must “see” the root. If the template is spelled-out in the n-head, this is not
possible. If a noun does not have a lexical template, it requires a default one
spelled-out by n-head. As a consequence, it is impossible to apply the rule
adding a CV in the plural, as the root is not adjacent to the exponent of the
plural. This explains why class 3/4 never displays gender polarity. The gender
can change only when the root is syntactically adjacent to the plural suffix: in
class 3/4 this is not the case, as the fixed template intervenes. Problem (37-c) is
accounted for.
Finally, class 1 nouns require a clarification, as they are feminine in the sin-
gular, but masculine in the plural. Let us look at the singular first, using the
following example: inán ‘girl’, instead of the usual naág ‘woman’. As by hypoth-
esis, feminine gender is marked by the exponent CV. It must be postulated that
such an object underlies class 1 singulars, as shown below:
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b. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments i n a n
Template C V C V C V + C V [inán]
The linearization in (43-b) is correctly predicted by the mechanisms proposed
so far. On the other hand, the plural is more problematic. In fact, the allomor-
phy rule AR1 (38) cannot be activated, as conditions are notmet: the root is not
adjacent to the number feature, as a CV intervenes in n-head. Yet, the wrong
prediction made by the structure above, is that the plural is feminine. But it is
masculine. Therefore, the feminine CV must not be activated in the plural, or
it has to be ignored.
One argument supporting such a claim is found in the phonology. The
question is whether final /n/ in inán surfaces in the plural as [m] or as [n].
As already shown in (29), in Somali, underlying /m/ surfaces as [m] only in
intervocalic position, and as [n] when word final. If so, the plural should be
[inamó], which it is. However, for this change to be induced, the plural suffix
/A.U/ has to be associated to the closest free V position to the root. Hence,
external feminine CV is ignored, as shown below:
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b. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments i n a m
Template C V C V C V + C V [inamó]
Plural A U
Phonological alternations offer us another argument for such a representation.
Class 1 has a restricted group of nouns displaying V-zero alternations in V2:
galáb vs. galbo ‘afternoon(s)’, qolóf vs. qolfó ‘husk(s)’, etc. These cases also
suggest that plural [o] is adjacent to the segments of the root, otherwise the
alternation would not be explicable in terms of Government Phonology (Kaye
et al., 1985). For the sake of clarity, the linearization of galáb sg. and pl. is given
below:42
(45) Sg. and pl. of galáb ‘afternoon(s)’ F sg. ABS
a. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments g a l a b
Template C V C V C V + C V [galáb] F sg.
42 These arguments point to the fact that the external feminine CV is not used in plural
nouns, otherwise we should expect the gemination in *inammó ‘girls’ and no alternation
in the stem of galáb ‘afternoon’. They explain why plurals of declension 1 are masculine,
but they do not explain what reason the external CV is not activated for. This problem
requires further research.
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b. V-pos 2 1 –
TA TA
Segments g a l a b
Template C V C V C V + C V [galbó] M pl.
Plural A
U
As a conclusion, in class 1 the [pl] feature overrides the activation of the
feminine exponent, i.e. the suffixed CV syllable. This explains why the plural
of this class is always masculine. Problem (37-d) is explained.
This mechanism can be applied in deriving not only the ABS case, but also
the NOM and the GEN. It is interesting to compare the NOM singular of class 1
to its plural.
Below, the singular of inán ‘girl’ is represented at NOM:
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b. NOM i
Segments i n a m
Template C V C V C V + C V [inani]
As already shown in (29), floating -i is linked to the external feminine CV, and
thus underlying /m/ surfaces as the final position allophone [n]. On the other
hand, plural works as in the ABS, namely the feminine CV is not activated.
Indeed, class 1 plurals are masculine in the NOM, too. Only the linearization
is shown below, as the structure corresponds to the one in the singular plus the
plural suffix /A.U/:
(47) Class 1 NOM: inamo ‘girls’ sg. M
NOM i
Segments i n a m
Template C V C V C V + C V [inamo]
Plural A
U
Crucially, if the feminine CV is not exploited by the plural suffix, then the
NOM suffix -i does not surface (cf. the ungrammaticality of *inamoi and the
well-formedness ofmadaxi ‘heads’ F pl. NOM43).44
For reasons of space, we will not explore the structures of other forms.
5 Conclusion
The analyses proposed in this paper have shown that a complex nominal
system such as the Somali one can be straightforwardly understood assuming
a unique marker for each gender, number and case. This consists of the idea
43 Puglielli & Siyaad (1984:98) clearly say that F nouns ending in a consonant do take the
suffix -i in the NOM, even if their singular is M, as in the case of class 5.
44 This is an argument for cyclic derivation to apply: the feminine external CV is spelled-out
when the lowest part of the structure has already been spelled-out.
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that the nouns must be decomposed into phonological discrete objects. Each
one of these items must correspond to a given morphological property.
The major aim has been to prove that a list of basic ingredients can be
finally reached throughout thephonological deconstruction. This analytic path
helped us to develop the idea that the so-called “gender polarity” is in fact a
secondary effect of the presence of an abstract CV-unit in the representation of
feminine nouns.
The CVCV hypothesis was adopted in the representation of each noun. In
particular, it was proposed that CV units can be interpreted as fully inde-
pendent morphemes. This was demonstrated in the assumed root dichotomy.
Roots can either have a lexical template in their representation or not. In
the latter case, an independent item is required: this is the fixed sequence
CV1+(CV)+CV2+CV3. This situation has two advantages. First, it generalizes the
syllabic structures of two different classes of nouns (3 and 4); secondly it relates
the presence of the template to a particular inflectional behavior, namely the
absence of gender polarity.
To recapitulate, a list of phonological exponents in the sense of DM, along
with a fewallomorphy rules, trigger the existence, at surface level, of at least five
different inflectional classes of nouns. These have traditionally been referred
to as declensions by various authors. The approach proposed in the present
work, if taken to the extreme, suggests that Somali classes or declensions are
not linguistically pertinent, but rather epiphenomenal.
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